Half-time Report
Matchday 3 - Tuesday 22 October 2019
Group B - Stadio Georgios Karaiskakis - Piraeus

Olympiacos FC vs. FC Bayern München

1 21.00CET 1

1 José Sá (GK) 1 Manuel Neuer (GK)
3 Ruben Semedo 2 Benjamin Pavard
4 Mohamed Camara 6 Thiago Alcântara
5 Andreas Bouchalakis 8 Javi Martínez
8 Guilherme 9 Robert Lewandowski
10 Daniel Podence 10 Philippe Coutinho
11 Youssef El Arabi 21 Lucas Hernández
14 Omar Elabdellaoui 22 Serge Gnabry
19 Giorgos Masouras 25 Thomas Müller
20 Yassine Meriah 27 David Alaba
21 Kostas Tsimikas 32 Joshua Kimmich
16 Bobby Alain 26 Sven Ulreich
9 Miguel Angel Guerrero 14 Ivan Perišić
22 Maximiliano Loeza 17 Jérôme Boateng
34 Avraam Papadopoulos 18 Leon Goretzka
57 Giorgos Xenitidis 19 Alphonso Davies
76 Bruno Gaspar 24 Corentin Tolisso
97 Lazar Randjelovic 29 Kingsley Coman
Coach: Pedro Martins
Coach: Niko Kováč

Attempts total 2
Attempts on target 1
Saves 1
Conceded 0
Offside 0
Fouls committed 2
Fouls suffered 4
Free kicks to goal 0
Possession 33%
Ball in play 8'14"
Total ball in play 25'06"

34' 9 Robert Lewandowski

VAR:
Jochem Kamphuis (NED)
Assistant VAR:
Bas Nijhuis (NED)

Referee:
Danny Makkelie (NED)
Assistant referees:
Mario Diks (NED)
Hessel Steegstra (NED)
Fourth official:
Kevin Blom (NED)
UEFA delegate:
Claude Runevot (FRA)
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